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Why accountability?
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(traditional approach)

honest(A1, . . . , An) =) '
<latexit sha1_base64="Ko82otMgEicf/KKcxuZqikxLjWY=">AAACG3icbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWASFUnZVUG8WLx4VrArdsmTT1zY0myzJ20JZ+jc8+ks8qgfx2oP/xrT2oNaBwDDzHnkzcSqFRd//9Apz8wuLS8srxdW19Y3N0tb2ndWZ4VDnWmrzEDMLUiioo0AJD6kBlsQS7uPe5di/74OxQqtbHKTQTFhHibbgDJ0UlfwwYdgVmHe1AovDg1oUVELZ0mgrtUgd0lAk7g6wNOwzk3ZFVCr7VX8COkuCKSmTKa6j0ihsaZ4loJBLZm0j8FOssONmzgwKLmFYDDMLKeM91oGGo4olYJv5JNyQ7julRdvauKeQTtSfGzlLrB0ksZscR7F/vbH4n9fIsH3WzIVKMwTFvz9qZ5KipuOmaEsY4CgHjjBuhLuV8i4zjKPrs+h6CP6mniX1o+p51b85KV+E00KWyS7ZIwckIKfkglyRa1InnDySZ/JK3rwn78V79z6+RwvedGeH/II3+gJ0yaE1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ko82otMgEicf/KKcxuZqikxLjWY=">AAACG3icbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWASFUnZVUG8WLx4VrArdsmTT1zY0myzJ20JZ+jc8+ks8qgfx2oP/xrT2oNaBwDDzHnkzcSqFRd//9Apz8wuLS8srxdW19Y3N0tb2ndWZ4VDnWmrzEDMLUiioo0AJD6kBlsQS7uPe5di/74OxQqtbHKTQTFhHibbgDJ0UlfwwYdgVmHe1AovDg1oUVELZ0mgrtUgd0lAk7g6wNOwzk3ZFVCr7VX8COkuCKSmTKa6j0ihsaZ4loJBLZm0j8FOssONmzgwKLmFYDDMLKeM91oGGo4olYJv5JNyQ7julRdvauKeQTtSfGzlLrB0ksZscR7F/vbH4n9fIsH3WzIVKMwTFvz9qZ5KipuOmaEsY4CgHjjBuhLuV8i4zjKPrs+h6CP6mniX1o+p51b85KV+E00KWyS7ZIwckIKfkglyRa1InnDySZ/JK3rwn78V79z6+RwvedGeH/II3+gJ0yaE1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ko82otMgEicf/KKcxuZqikxLjWY=">AAACG3icbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWASFUnZVUG8WLx4VrArdsmTT1zY0myzJ20JZ+jc8+ks8qgfx2oP/xrT2oNaBwDDzHnkzcSqFRd//9Apz8wuLS8srxdW19Y3N0tb2ndWZ4VDnWmrzEDMLUiioo0AJD6kBlsQS7uPe5di/74OxQqtbHKTQTFhHibbgDJ0UlfwwYdgVmHe1AovDg1oUVELZ0mgrtUgd0lAk7g6wNOwzk3ZFVCr7VX8COkuCKSmTKa6j0ihsaZ4loJBLZm0j8FOssONmzgwKLmFYDDMLKeM91oGGo4olYJv5JNyQ7julRdvauKeQTtSfGzlLrB0ksZscR7F/vbH4n9fIsH3WzIVKMwTFvz9qZ5KipuOmaEsY4CgHjjBuhLuV8i4zjKPrs+h6CP6mniX1o+p51b85KV+E00KWyS7ZIwckIKfkglyRa1InnDySZ/JK3rwn78V79z6+RwvedGeH/II3+gJ0yaE1</latexit>
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(accountability approach)

verdict =

(
; if '

{A0 ⇢ A causing ¬'} if ¬'
<latexit sha1_base64="yEqxfHg1oIttcTIhMOQvYJriceM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yEqxfHg1oIttcTIhMOQvYJriceM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yEqxfHg1oIttcTIhMOQvYJriceM=">AAACk3icbVFba9RAFJ6kXtqodavQF18Obr08yJLVQi1YadUHX4QKri3sLMtkcpIdOpmEmZPiEuLv8Q/54L9xsg3SiwcGPr7zfWfOJam0chTHf4Jw7dbtO3fXN6J79x9sPhxsPfruytpKnMhSl/Y0EQ61MjghRRpPK4uiSDSeJGcfu/zJOVqnSvONlhXOCpEblSkpyFPzwS9eCFooarwoVZJaOICIJ5gr00hf17UQAceioqVDgufACX9QozLY4efCVgu10wLnXtPA0Qvgrk463aqqFLo5anvHTylqp0zufQbzf17eXq15OecbQZP2bcwHw3gUrwJugnEPhqyP4/ngN09LWRdoSGrh3HQcV/RKvJk1wpKSGtuI1w4rIc9EjlMPjSjQzZrVUlt45pkUstL6ZwhW7GVHIwrnlkXild2w7nquI/+Xm9aUvZ01ylQ1oZEXH2W1BiqhuxCkyqIkvfRASKt8ryAXwgpJ/o6R38P4+tQ3weT1aH8Uf90dHvJ+IevsCXvKXrIx22OH7DM7ZhMmg81gNzgI3ofb4bvwQ/jpQhoGvecxuxLhl79jcsfR</latexit>



How to formalize accountability?
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Related work
• lots of tailored definitions 

• accountability in distributed systems, e.g., PeerReview 
→ but we don't have complete view 

• accountability for deviating behaviour: 

• completeness impossible 

• completeness by policy: begging the question 

• causality in protocol events: helps only filtering 

• accountability for causing ¬φ
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● R4 - Non-repudiability: After an effective ex-
change (i.e., P has received iQ at the end of the
exchange), P will be able to prove

— R4a - Non-repudiability of Origin: the
origin of i~ (e.g., that it originated from Q),
and

– R4b - Non-repudiabilit y of Receipt:
that Q received ip.

Note that, in general, non-repudiability is not a
primary requirement for fair exchange protocols.
However, it is included here because it is useful in
subsequent disputes after a fair exchange (even a
successful one).

Some fair exchange protocols may also satisfy other
desirable security properties such as anonymity. On
the other hand, depending on the context, non-
repudiability may not be required.
In optimistic fair exchange, one of the two players

sends its item first. In order to make this distinction
clear, we will identify the players as O (the “Origina-
tor” ) and R (the “Recipient”). Throughout this paper,
whenever we use the names P and Q, we imply that
it is not necessary to distinguish between the players.
When it is necessary, we will use names O and R in
order to clearly indicate the respective roles. A third
player T, known to both O and l?, will be used as a
third party to be used in recovery protocols.
As usual, ordinary players are not required to trust

each other. But all players are required to trust the
t bird party to a certain extent. Naturally, it is desir-
able to minimize this trust as much as possible. Mak-
ing the third party verifiable (that is, if it misbehaves,
its victim(s) can prove the fact in a dispute) is one
way of reducing this trust. We introduce a new re-
quirement which captures this property:

● R5- Verifiability of Third Party: Assum-
ing the third party T can be forced to eventually
send a valid reply to every request, the venjia-
bdity of th ird party property requires that if T
misbehaves, resulting in the loss of fairness for
P, then P can prove the misbehavior of T to an
arbiter (or verifier) in an external dispute.

2.z Communication Mode l
We assume that communication channels between

any two players are confidential, meaning that eaves-
droppers will not be able to determine the contents

s t rong fairne s s , any subsequen t change in s tat e should not cause
P to lo s e it s fairne s s or even degrade it to weak fairne s s .

of messages t raveling through these channels. Con-
fident ia l channels can be implemented by encrypt ing
messages for the recipien t . We define two levels of
quality for a communica t ion channel.

Defin ition 2.1 A communica t ion channel between
two correctly behaving players is operational if the
messages insen!ed in to it by the sendeT aTe received
by the recipien t wzth in a known, constan t (or constan t
factor) tam e in terva l.

A communication channel between two com eetly be-
having players is r el ia b le if it M guaranteed to be al-
ways operational. An attacker will not be able to delay
any message in a reliable channel.

A communication channel between two com ectly be-
having players is r esi l i en t if it is norm ally operational
but an attackeT can succeed in delaying messages by an
arbitrary, but jin ite amount of tim e. In other words,
a m essage inserted in to a resilient channel will even-
tually be delivered .

We will normally make the weaker assumption that
the channel between any player and T is resilient. The
resilient channel assumption leads to an asynchronous
communication model: we can make no timing as-
sumpt ions such as bounds on message delays, or devi-
ations between local clocks.
Normally, we make no assumptions about the com-

munication channel between O and R. The attacker
may gain complete (and permanent) control it. If ei-
ther O or R is dishonest or wants to abandon the fair
exchange, it may choose not to respond to any mes-
sage, regardless of the quality of the communication
channel used to send the message. Any failures in the
communication channel are subsumed in the notion of
a misbehaving peer.
2.3 Cryptograph ic Tools
We assume that each player has the ability to com-

pute and verify digital signatures using some arbitrary
digital signature scheme

●

●

●

in which each player P has a signing key SP, and
a corresponding verification key VP,

which has a signature algorithm sign such that,
given a message m, sign(m, S p) = S igp (m ),
where Sigp (m) is said to be a signature on mes-
sage m with key SP.

which has a signature verification algorithm veri-
fySig such that, given a message m and a claimed
signature s on m, verify Sig(m, s, Vp ) evaluates to
true if and only if there exists a Sigp (m) which is
equal to s.
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[ASW'98]

• Accuracy: (1) No correct node is forever suspected by
a correct node, and (2) no correct node is ever exposed
by a correct node.

Although a system with these properties is weaker than our
idealized detector from Section 3.1, it is still very strong
in practice: every instance of detectably faulty behavior is
eventually detected, and there are no false positives. As we
will see later, relaxing completeness in favor of a probabilis-
tic detection guarantee permits a highly scalable implemen-
tation, while still detecting faults with high probability and
avoiding false positives.

4. DESIGN OF PEERREVIEW
In the previous section, we discussed fault detection and de-
fined its properties. Next, we describe the design of Peer-
Review, an accountability system that satisfies these prop-
erties. A formal proof of these properties can be found in a
technical report [24].

4.1 Overview
We first describe a simplified version of PeerReview, called
FullReview. For FullReview, we make the (unrealistic) as-
sumption that there is a trusted entity that can reliably and
instantly communicate with all nodes in the system. The
system’s membership is static, and each node knows the
specification of the entire system.

FullReview works as follows: All messages are sent
through the trusted entity, which ensures that all correct
nodes observe the same set of messages in the same order.
Furthermore, each node i maintains a log λij for each other
node j, and in this log it records all messages that were
sent either from or to j. Periodically, i checks each of its
logs against the system specification. If a node i finds that
a node j has not yet sent the message it should have sent
in its last observed state, then i suspects j until that mes-
sage is sent. If j has sent a message it should not have sent
according to the specification, then i exposes j.

It is easy to see that FullReview is both complete and
accurate. On the one hand, when a node i sends an “incor-
rect”message, the trusted entity forwards the message to all
nodes, and i is exposed by every correct node. Also i is sus-
pected by every correct node as long as a message from i is
missing. On the other hand, no correct node can be exposed
or indefinitely suspected by any correct node.

However, FullReview is based on strong assumptions: a
trusted, reliable communication medium and a formal sys-
tem specification. Moreover, FullReview’s complexity is at
least quadratic in the number of nodes, for messages, stor-
age, and computation. In PeerReview, we refine this simple
design to arrive at a practical system:

• Each node only keeps a full copy of its own log; it
retrieves other logs when necessary. Nodes exchange
just enough information to convince another node that
a fault is, or is not, present.

• Tamper-evident logs and a commitment protocol en-
sure that each node keeps its log consistent with the
set of messages it has exchanged with all correct nodes
or else risk exposure.

• Each node is associated with a small set of other nodes,
who act as its witnesses. The witnesses collect evidence
about the node, check its correctness, and make the
results available to the rest of the system.

Application Ai
Application Ai

NetworkNetwork

State machine
Si

State machine
Si

Detector module
Di

Detector module
Di

Evidence
Chal. / resp.

Failure
indicationsRequests

Messages

Figure 2: Information flow between application,
state machine, and detector module on node i.

• PeerReview uses a reference implementation of the
node software to check logs for faulty behavior. Thus,
it does not require a formal system specification, which
is difficult to obtain and maintain in practice.

• PeerReview uses a challenge/response protocol to deal
with nodes that do not respond to some messages. This
allows PeerReview to operate on an unreliable network
that satisfies only weak synchrony assumptions.

We will describe each of these refinements in the following
subsections.

4.2 System model
Each node i is modeled as a state machine Si, a detector
module Di, and an application Ai (Figure 2). The state ma-
chine represents all the functionality that should be checked
by PeerReview, whereas the application represents other
functions that need not be checked, e.g. a GUI. The de-
tector module Di implements PeerReview; it can observe all
inputs and outputs of Si, and it can communicate with the
detector modules on other nodes. We assume that a correct
node implements Si and Di as specified, whereas a faulty
node may behave arbitrarily.

The detector module issues failure indications about other
nodes to its local application. Informally, exposed(j) is raised
when i has obtained proof of j’s misbehavior; suspected(j)
says that i suspects that j does not send a message that it
is supposed to send; trusted(j) is issued otherwise.

4.3 Assumptions
The design of PeerReview is based on the following assump-
tions:

1. The state machines Si are deterministic.

2. A message sent from one correct node to another is
eventually received, if retransmitted sufficiently often.

3. The nodes use a hash function H(·) that is pre-image
resistant, second pre-image resistant, and collision re-
sistant.

Assumptions 1–3 are common for techniques based on state
machine replication [49], including BFT [13].

4. Each node has a public/private keypair bound to a
unique node identifier. Nodes can sign messages, and
faulty nodes cannot forge the signature of a correct
node.

[HDK'07]

Towards a theory of accountability and audit 7

containing q�q:bad or q�p:bad. Symmetrically, q is honest in p�p:bad and p�q:bad,
whereas p is dishonest in these traces.

Auditing in this arena is trivial, since the sender of a bad message is guaranteed to
be dishonest. This example corresponds to the case in Example 1 when no principal is
allowed to forward health answers to anyone except the patient in question.

There is a problem with initiating audit, however, in that honest agents have no
mechanism for reporting dishonest behavior, for example p cannot report the receipt of
the message q�p:bad to an auditor. 2

Next, we model the message forwarding capabilities of principals in Example 1.

Example 3. In the variant given by the rightmost process above, honest processes are
allowed to forward the first bad message that they receive; for example, reporting dis-
honest behavior to an auditor. If an auditor knows that a message p�q:bad has been
sent, then there must be a dishonest principal, but does not know who is dishonest –
there are traces containing p�q:bad in which p is honest, or q is honest, or both. The
goal of the auditor should be to determine the agent that initiated the bad message. 2

Auditors. An arena with audit is an arena with a distinguished honest principal a and a
set of distinguished messages blame B for every B✓A , indicating the blame set B. For
simplicity, we treat the blame action as internal to the auditor, and thus we abbreviate
the action “a�a:blame B” as “a:blame B”.

We now consider various notions of correctness for auditors. Many of these notions,
while appealing, have serious technical problems, and so we will not consider them
further in this paper.

In these definitions, we will discuss a trace with dishonest principals D, defined to
be A \H where H is the largest honest set.

Candidate 1 (Upper bound). An arena with audit provides an upper bound on dis-
honesty if, for any trace v with dishonest D 63 a containing a:blame B, we have D ✓ B.

Unfortunately, the only auditor capable of providing an upper bound on dishonesty is
one which blames all principals who are capable of dishonesty, regardless of whether
they acted dishonestly or not.

A ✓ A are said to be capable of dishonesty in an arena whenever there is a trace v
internal to A (i.e., all messages from a 2 A are sent to some b 2 A) with dishonest A.

Proposition 4. In any arena where audit provides an upper bound on dishonesty, and
where A 63 a are capable of dishonesty, we have that any trace containing a:blame B
must have A ✓ B.

We do not consider this notion of correctness further.

Candidate 2 (Lower bound). An arena with audit provides an lower bound on dis-
honesty if, for any trace v with dishonest D 63 a containing a:blame B, we have B ✓ D.

Unfortunately, auditors are only capable of blaming dishonest principals who confessed
their own dishonesty. Dishonest principals who do not confess will never be blamed.

In a trace v with dishonest D 3 d, we say that d confessed whenever, for any w such
that v�{d,a} = w�{d,a} we have that w has dishonest D0 3 d.

[J'09]

protocol and its security [ASW98,Kro15,BCS05,BFM13]. There has been work
on general definitions, but no definition to date defines completeness, i.e., the
property that all parties that deviate in a malicious way are blamed.

Defining completeness. The di�culty lies in distinguishing whether a deviation
from the behaviour prescribed by the protocol was harmless, or may have caused
a security violation. For many security properties, e.g., secure multi-party com-
putation, a misbehaving party is abstracted by giving control to the adversary,
equating “dishonest”, or potentially deviating, with “behaving maliciously”. Ex-
pressing soundness is oblivious to this approximation, e.g., Küsters et al. define
soundness as follows: whenever the judge gives some verdict, every party men-
tioned is dishonest [KTV10]. But the approach falls flat when expressing com-
pleteness näıvely: if a party is dishonest, the judge should mention it in the
verdict, but the adversary might decide to not deviate after all, or deviate in
some way that cannot be recognised. Some approaches still follow this idea, con-
sidering any trace that cannot be produced by the honest protocol malicious
behavior [HKD07,JJPR09]. For distributed systems, which classically aimed at
masking faults, systems like PeerReview [HKD07] can detect faults in the Byzan-
tine setting. Our corruption model is also Byzantine, however, we work in an
adversarial setting and we do not assume that a complete view of every compo-
nent or all the communication is available. Even if all communication is public –
which is unrealistic considering possible o↵-band communication – any account-
able protocol would be required to verify the behaviour of every party in full
detail, even if this party is not involved in later phases (e.g., registration au-
thorities in e-voting protocols) or cannot meaningfully disrupt communication.
Consequently, Haeberlen et al. focus on faults in distributed systems [HKD07],
where the component’s adherence to specification is a design goal, while Ja-
gadeesan et al. admit that in their model “the only auditor capable of providing
[completeness] is one which blames all principals who are capable of dishonesty,
regardless of whether they acted dishonestly or not” [JJPR09].

Policies for accountability. There is a middle-ground between protocol-specific
and fully protocol-agnostic definitions, where accountability is defined w.r.t.
a policy. These policies, however, cannot reliably express completeness in a
protocol-agnostic way. This is discussed in detail in the long version [Ano17].

In the following, we show that such policies sometimes have to depend on the
specific protocol to be useful, hence they are not truly protocol agnostic. Küsters
et al. propose policies of the form ↵ =) p

1

| · · · | p

n

and define completeness
as follows: if a trace matches ↵, the verdict should imply some p

i

. Consider the
scenario where each of the two parties A and B might violate a security property
by deviating on its own, and assume the log always provides indication that this
is the case. We would like to express that A and B shall be held accountable in
case both deviate, as each deviation on their own would entail a violation. Let
↵ match traces with said security violation. How could such a simple policy be
expressed?

[KTV'10]

(a)
log(t)|Adversary
⟨⟨User1, 1⟩, ⟨Adversary, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 2⟩⟩
⟨⟨User1, 10⟩, ⟨Adversary, 3⟩⟩,
⟨Adversary, 4⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 5⟩, ⟨Server1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 2⟩, ⟨Adversary, 6⟩⟩,
⟨Adversary, 7⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 8⟩, ⟨Server1, 5⟩⟩,

log(t)|Server1
⟨⟨Adversary, 5⟩, ⟨Server1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 2⟩, ⟨Adversary, 6⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User2, 1⟩, ⟨Server1, 3⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 4⟩, ⟨User2, 2⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 8⟩, ⟨Server1, 5⟩⟩,
⟨Server1, 6⟩
⟨Server1, 7⟩
⟨Server1, 8⟩

log(t)|User1
⟨⟨User1, 1⟩, ⟨Adversary, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 2⟩⟩
⟨⟨User1, 3⟩, ⟨Notary1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User1, 4⟩, ⟨Notary2, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User1, 5⟩, ⟨Notary3, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary1, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 6⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary2, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 7⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary3, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 8⟩⟩,
⟨User1, 9⟩
⟨⟨User1, 10⟩, ⟨Adversary, 3⟩⟩,

log(t)|Notary1

⟨⟨User1, 3⟩, ⟨Notary1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary1, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 6⟩⟩,

log(t)|Notary2

⟨⟨User1, 4⟩, ⟨Notary2, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary2, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 7⟩⟩,

log(t)|Notary3

⟨⟨User1, 5⟩, ⟨Notary3, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary3, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 8⟩⟩,

log(t)|User2
⟨⟨User2, 1⟩, ⟨Server1, 3⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 4⟩, ⟨User2, 2⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User2, 3⟩, ⟨User3, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User2, 4⟩, ⟨User3, 2⟩⟩,

log(t)|User3
⟨⟨User2, 3⟩, ⟨User3, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User2, 4⟩, ⟨User3, 2⟩⟩,

(b)
l|Adversary
⟨⟨User1, 1⟩, ⟨Adversary, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 2⟩⟩
⟨⟨User1, 10⟩, ⟨Adversary, 3⟩⟩,
⟨Adversary, 4⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 5⟩, ⟨Server1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 2⟩, ⟨Adversary, 6⟩⟩,
⟨Adversary, 7⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 8⟩, ⟨Server1, 5⟩⟩,

l|Server1
⟨⟨Adversary, 5⟩, ⟨Server1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 2⟩, ⟨Adversary, 6⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User2, 1⟩, ⟨Server1, 3⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 4⟩, ⟨User2, 2⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 8⟩, ⟨Server1, 5⟩⟩,
⟨Server1, 6⟩
⟨Server1, 7⟩
⟨Server1, 8⟩

l|User1
⟨⟨User1, 1⟩, ⟨Adversary, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 2⟩⟩
⟨⟨User1, 3⟩, ⟨Notary1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User1, 4⟩, ⟨Notary2, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User1, 5⟩, ⟨Notary3, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary1, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 6⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary2, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 7⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary3, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 8⟩⟩,
⟨User1, 9⟩
⟨⟨User1, 10⟩, ⟨Adversary, 3⟩⟩,

l|Notary1

⟨⟨User1, 3⟩, ⟨Notary1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary1, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 6⟩⟩,

l|Notary2

⟨⟨User1, 4⟩, ⟨Notary2, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary2, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 7⟩⟩,

l|Notary3

⟨⟨User1, 5⟩, ⟨Notary3, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary3, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 8⟩⟩,

l|User2
⟨⟨User2, 1⟩, ⟨Server1, 3⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 4⟩, ⟨User2, 2⟩⟩,

(c)
ad|Adversary
⟨⟨User1, 1⟩, ⟨Adversary, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 2⟩⟩
⟨⟨User1, 10⟩, ⟨Adversary, 3⟩⟩,
⟨Adversary, 4⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 5⟩, ⟨Server1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 2⟩, ⟨Adversary, 6⟩⟩,
⟨Adversary, 7⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 8⟩, ⟨Server1, 5⟩⟩,

ad|Server1
⟨⟨Adversary, 5⟩, ⟨Server1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Server1, 2⟩, ⟨Adversary, 6⟩⟩,

⟨⟨Adversary, 8⟩, ⟨Server1, 5⟩⟩,
⟨Server1, 6⟩
⟨Server1, 7⟩
⟨Server1, 8⟩

ad|User1
⟨⟨User1, 1⟩, ⟨Adversary, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Adversary, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 2⟩⟩
⟨⟨User1, 3⟩, ⟨Notary1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨User1, 4⟩, ⟨Notary2, 1⟩⟩,

⟨⟨Notary1, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 6⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary2, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 7⟩⟩,

⟨User1, 9⟩
⟨⟨User1, 10⟩, ⟨Adversary, 3⟩⟩,

ad|Notary1

⟨⟨User1, 3⟩, ⟨Notary1, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary1, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 6⟩⟩,

ad|Notary2

⟨⟨User1, 4⟩, ⟨Notary2, 1⟩⟩,
⟨⟨Notary2, 2⟩, ⟨User1, 7⟩⟩,

Figure 3. Left to Right: (a): log(t)|i for i ∈ I . (b): Lamport cause l for Theorem 2. l|i = ∅ for i ∈ {User3} as output by Definition 12. (c): Actual
cause ad for Theorem 2. ad|i = ∅ for i ∈ {Notary3,User2,User3}. ad is a projected sublog of Lamport cause l.

and {Adversary, User1, Server1, Notary2, Notary3}
with the actual action causes given by ad, a′d and
a′′d , respectively in Figure 3. These are symmetric,
so we only explain why ad satisfies Definition 14.
(For this ad, Definition 15 immediately forces
X = {Adversary,User1, Server1,Notary1,Notary2}.)
We show that (a) ad satisfies sufficiency’, and (b) No
proper sublog of ad satisfies sufficiency’ (minimality’).
Note that ad is obtained from l by dropping Notary3, User2
and User3, and all their interactions with other threads.

We start with (a). Let ad be such that ad|i matches
Figure 3(c) for every i. Fix any dummifying func-
tion f . We must show that any trace originating from
dummify(I,A,Σ, ad, f), whose log contains ad as a pro-
jected sublog, is in ϕV . Additionally we must show

that there is such a trace. There are two potential is-
sues in mimicking the execution in ad starting from
dummify(I,A,Σ, ad, f) — first, with the interaction be-
tween User1 and Notary3 and, second, with the interaction
between Server1 and User2. For the first interaction, on
line 5, A(User1) (Figure 2) synchronizes with Notary3
according to l, but the synchronization label does not exist
in ad. However, in dummify(I,A,Σ, ad, f), the recv()
on line 8 in A(User1) is replaced with a dummy value,
so the execution from dummify(I,A,Σ, ad, f) progresses.
Subsequently, the majority check (assertion [B]) succeeds as
in l, because two of the three notaries (Notary1 and Notary2)
still attest the Adversary’s key. A similar observation can be
made about the interaction between Server1 and User2.

Next we prove that every trace starting from
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Decentralised Setting
• Agents deviate individually from 

protocol 

• closer to reality..? 

• used in custom calculus 

• provocation problem; need to 
consider "optimal" deviations 

• "controlled" loss of 
completeness

7

• "Adversary" "corrupts" them, 
e.g., learns their secrets 

• sound over-approximation 

• used in all(?) verification tools 

• no provocation, simpler 
definition 

• loss of completeness as clear as 
our understanding of the setting

Centralised Setting



Accountability (centralised)

• accountability mechanism computes all sets S s.t. 

1. ¬φ holds in actual run 

2. there is a similar counterfactual run where ¬φ holds and S are 
corrupted 

3. S is minimal w.r.t. 1. and 2.

8

(same control-flow f. trusted parties)



Verification
• simpler definition in the centralised setting 

• sufficient conditions, main idea: distinction between: 

• empty verdicts (should imply φ) 

• singleton verdicts (sufficient, minimal, imply ¬φ, unique) 

• composite verdicts, e.g., {{A,B},{A,C}} (relate to singleton cases) 

• can be verified in tamarin (some tricks for two-trace property) 

• actually complete

9



Case studies
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TABLE 1. CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS.

# lemmas # helping
protocol type generated lemmas time

Whodunit
faulty 7 16 0 561s
fixed X 8 0 105s

Causality
Desert traveller X 38 0 8s
Early preempt. X 16 0 2s
Late preempt. X 38 0 20s

Centralized monitor
faulty 7 17 0 8s
fixed X 17 0 5s
replication X 17 0 11s

Accountable alg.
modified-1 X 27 1 3025s
modified-2 X 27 1 2176s

Toy example: whodunit. We start with an example in-
troduced by Künnemann et al. to illustrate the difference
between verdicts larger than 2 and uncertainty about the
correct verdict [23, Ex. 8]. Two parties, S and A, coordinate
on some value chosen by S. S sends this value to a trusted
party J and A. A is supposed to forward this value to J .
We are interested in accountability for J receiving the same
value from S and A.

The crux here, and the reason a correct verdict function
cannot exist, is that from J’s perspective, if J receives
unmatching values, there are two minimal explanations for
this observation: A altered the value it received or S gave A

the unmatching value in the first place. Hence for both cases,
blaming S or A based on this information is incorrect and
contradicts our accountability definition. Our verification
chain can recognize two verdict functions, one blaming S,
the other A in this case, as incorrect for this reason, quickly
deriving an attack illustrating the issue.

If we extend the model with a message authentication
mechanism based on digital signatures, and require A to
forward S’ signature along with the value it received, we
can prove accountability for a verdict function that blames
S.

Centralized monitor. The next example considers a proto-
col based on a centralized trust monitor. This is an abstrac-
tion of a mechanism that, in various forms, occurs in plenty
of real-world scenarios.

A party A can effectuate actions, some of which are
usual (e.g., a doctor requesting his patient’s file), some of
which are not (e.g., requesting the file of another doctor’s
patient). Rather than blocking access for unusual action,
these are logged (e.g., if another doctor’s patient has a
heart attack and needs treatment right away), which is an
accountability problem w.r.t. the property that no unusual
action happened. This captures a large class of scenarios.

To make the problem more interesting, we added a party
B and a third class of actions, special actions, for which A

needs to get B’s authorisation. The processes of parties A,
B and C are running in parallel with a process that outputs

A¨

¨

“inpa);
if isNormalpa) then

outpxm1 ¨

¨

“ x

1

Do

1

, ay,signpm1,skp’A’))y)
else if isSpecial pa) then

outpxm2 ¨

¨

“ x

1

Permit

1

, ay,signpm2,skp’A’))y))
B¨

¨

“inpxm2 ¨

¨

“ x

1

Permit

1

, ay,m2sy);
if verify pm2s, m2, pkpskp’A’)))= truep) then

if isSpecial pa) then

outpxm3 ¨

¨

“ xm2,m2sy,signpm3,skp’B’))y)
C¨

¨

“

p inpxm1 ¨

¨

“ x

1

Do

1

, ay,m1y);
if verify pm1s,m1,pkpskp’A’)))=truep) then

event Controlp’0’ , ’1’) ;event LogApa);event Executepa))
+pinpxm3 ¨

¨

“ xm2,m2sy,m3sy); // for m2 ¨

¨

“ x

1

Permit

1

, ay

if verify pm3s, m3, pkpskp’B’))) = truep) then

if verify pm2s, m2, pkpskp’A’))) = truep) then

event Controlp’0’ , ’2’) ;event LogABpa);event Executepa))

!pA |B) |C

| // give access to public keys
poutppkpskp’A’))) ;outppkpskp’B’)) ) ;outppkpskp’C’)) ) )

| !p inp’c’ ,x’ corrupt ’ ,xy) ;
event Corruptedpx); outp’c’ , skpx) ) ) )

Figure 2. Centralized monitor

their public keys, and on request, their private keys (see
Fig. 2).

We use function symbols NormalAct{0, SpecialAct{0,
UnusualAct{0 to denote these kinds of actions, and sig{2,
verify{2 to model digital signatures. We model the PKI as
follows: Public keys (pk{1) are derived from secret keys
(sk{1). Note that sk{1 is a private function symbol, i.e.,
in contrast to other function symbols, the adversary cannot
apply it herself (but may deduce sk -terms from other terms).

The party A receives an action a from the adversary (for
generality), and either signs it and sends it to B directly
(if a is ‘normal’), or signs a permission request, which B

has to sign first (if a is ‘special’). B only signs requests
for special actions. C non-deterministically guesses what
kind of message arrives, and verifies that the signatures are
correct. If this is the case, the action is executed.

We investigate accountability for the property that only
‘special’ or ‘normal’ actions are executed:

@a, i.Executepaq@i

ùñ a “ SpecialActpq _ a “ NormalActpq
Our toolchain shows that the verdict function that maps

the occurrence of LogA to tAu and the occurrence of
LogAB to tA,Bu provides accountability for this property
within 5 seconds.

We also find two attacks on a faulty variant of this
protocol [23, Ex. 2] within 8 seconds (for falsification and
verification of all lemmas). The first attack results from a
confusion of message m1 and m2 (solved here via tagging).
The second results from having m3 rely on a nonce to bind
it to m2, which is vulnerable to a corrupted A signing a
different action, with the same nonce, later (we solve this



Quick demo.
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Conclusion
• Accountability for causing a violation: 

• intuitive (imho) 

• mechanically verifiable (in fact) 

• SAPIC well suited to model, e.g., public logs 

• Time to design accountable protocols! 

• Ongoing: understand centralised vs. decentralised setting better

12



Thank you. Questions?
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